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Minutes 
Annual General Meeting of the Osney, St Thomas and New Botley Allotment Association 

13 April 2017 

Apologies:  Sid Siddle, Pierre Riteau, Karen Jeffrey, Ken Gasser, Robin Rogers, Jenny Ayres, Michael Soth, 
Julian Le Vay, Steve Lawrence, Verity Wilson 

Present:  attendance sheet circulated, 33 signatures recorded for 35 people  

1. The Minutes of the 2016 AGM were approved as accurate.  
  

2. The President’s Address by Susanna Pressel commended the committee on their work, noted 
several enjoyable social events in the past, and suggested a summer harvest event in 2017. 

3. The Secretary’s Report by Nick Jackson reviewed a “good year”, thanked the current committee, 
and outlined significant issues, including: 

3.1. Flood alleviation measures.  Construction on the Western Conveyance Channel is scheduled to 
begin in 2018 and will include a flood gate in the earthworks adjacent to Botley Meadow.  The 
overall impact on both sites is unknown but likely to mean when flooding happens, sites might 
stay wetter for longer.  The Association is involved at regional level through the Federation in 
measures to ensure access is maintained. 

3.2. Contact with members. Despite all efforts to improve records, contact information for tenants on 
both sites remain incomplete.  The committee is working hard to phase out sending information 
via the post as costs are now very high.  

3.3. Plot numbering.  Incomplete signage continues to cause communication difficulties and because 
response to several years of requests to number plots has been minimal, fines are being 
considered. 

3.4. Health and Safety.  An audit will be carried out over the summer of 2017 – to coincide with the 
twice yearly plot inspection for evidence of cultivation. 

3.5. Publicity.  The website is being overhauled to make the website more attractive and useful.  
Suggestions on changes are welcome, either to the Association Secretary or via the shop.  A 
leaflet and press coverage have resulted in a number of requests for plots.  

3.6. Bonfires.  On £20 Meadow, guidelines designed to lessen the negative impact of fires on road 
users and on neighbours were not followed strictly enough so, in 2016, the committee designated 
a single bonfire site and further strengthened criteria for acceptable fires.  These changes also 
proved insufficient and in 2017, a security camera was installed to try and stop fly tipping and to 
support the criteria for when fires can be set. The Association Secretary reminded members that 
necessary signage was in place for using surveillance. 

3.7. Work parties.  Both sites have had help from the Community Service ‘Payback’ team to clear 
unused plots and tidy communal areas.  Positive consequences include cultivation of one Botley 
Meadow plot for the local Food Bank and rental of plots which have been out of cultivation for 
some time.  However, there continues to be a need for the Association as a whole to keep the 
sites in good order, perhaps following the lead of other associations who use organized work 
parties and/or contracted work.  One suggestion could be an initial deposit, refundable should 
vacated plots be left in good order. A proposal at the 2018 AGM will address maintenance 
issues.  
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3.8. Water harvesting.  A pilot project using river water for irrigation is underway at Botley Meadow 
and the outcome(s) will be used to apply for matched grant funding to extend the project to £20 
Meadow, a much more ambitious undertaking.  

3.9. Grants.  The Association received £400 from Waitrose and £215 from the Parks Department to 
repair paths and roads on Botley Meadow.  There are plans to apply for a similar sum for £20 
Meadow for the same purpose. 

3.10. Oxford & District Federation of Allotment Associations (ODFAA).  The Association Secretary, 
Nick Jackson, has joined the committee and has found it a useful source of information/ good 
practice.  The ‘Fed’ has concerns about possible changes to local government that would mean 
the City Council is no longer responsible for allotments.   

4. The Treasure’s Report was presented by the Association Secretary in the Treasurer’s absence.  
Accounts were accepted as verified.  Highlights included:  

• An annual surplus close to £2400, once all rentals have been deposited.   
• The shop made a profit, thanks to the support of many volunteers, especially Sally Roberts 

and Felicity Wenden who organized the rotas and to Maura Allen who grows plug plants.  
Sheila Parry expressed the thanks of the Association for all their hard work and all present 
confirmed their thanks.  

• Honoraria continue to be unclaimed but will remain available in future.  
• A question on expenditure of £20 for an aerial photo of £20 Meadow was answered – to 

confirm plot boundaries and create an up-to-date numbered site map for the shop.  
• In 2016, it was agreed to allocate funding using a 75/25 split between the two sites, in line 

with their relative size. The committee will use this formula when discussing up to £1500 as 
matching funds for water harvesting should the proposed bid be successful.   

5. Rents and rent renewal.  It was decided to keep rents at their current level. Rent renewal will be 
subject to inspection of plots and evidence of sufficient cultivation, in line with Association Rules.  A 
brief discussion on timing for rent renewal payments showed a moderate preference for two Sundays 
in September and one in October.  This would better support ‘in–person’ payment and encourage at 
least one annual conversation between plot holder and a member of the committee.  It was agreed 
that cheques could be used alongside cash, as long as rent books were attached, which could then be 
updated and left in the shop for later collection.  The committee agreed to look into the possibility of 
using bank transfers for rent renewal.  

6. Changes to Association Rules were proposed and circulated in detail by the Association Secretary, 
both before and during the meeting.  All proposed changes were voted upon and were carried 
unanimously.  Changes to wording meant that the Secretary is now referred to as the Association 
Secretary, that non-gender specific language is used, and that civil partners are added to the list of 
people who can inherit a plot.  Rules number 6, 17, 27, 28, 30, 31 and 58 were revised as proposed 
and a new version of the rules will be posted on all notice boards after the AGM.  All members will 
get a revised version of the rules at rent renewal.   

7. Better management of £20 Meadow. A subgroup of the committee now meets fairly often to devise 
ways to better manage and improve this large site.  

8. AOB. Incoming footballs from the adjoining recreation ground remain a problem, as does the danger 
of youths climbing over to retrieve them.  A suggestion for a high net barrier will be pursued by 
Susanna Pressel with the Council.  The Association Secretary will raise the issue at the next meeting 
between the ODFAA committee and the City Council Parks Department. 

9. Election of committee members.  Susanna Pressel supervised the election of the new committee 
once the old committee formally stood down. 
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• Nick Jackson and Sid Siddle were elected unopposed as the Association Secretary and 
Treasurer respectively.   

• 13 of the 15 available ordinary committee member places were filled, leaving two vacant:   
• Five from Botley Meadow:  Steve Lawrence, Pól Ó Ceallaigh, Pierre Riteau, Phil 

Sampson and Nia Short. 
• Eight from £20 Meadow:  Roger Johnson, Cathy Feenan, Jude Carroll, Sally Roberts, 

Verity Wilson, Gus Fagan, Anne James and Sue Spencer-Longhurst.   

The meeting closed at 8:30 PM.  


